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Abstract

The application of analytics methods to data collected from communication networks provides
valuable information about the network state, and for detecting and predicting anomalous
behavior in the network. Large volumes of operation data, including textual and log files, are
collected from communication networks; and the inherent value of this data is recognized by
academics, practitioners as well as network operators, who need easy to use and robust
methods to detect and analyze anomalies based on the network data. The anomalies are
indicators of vulnerabilities in the network. From an operations perspective, it is important to
detect the anomalies and correct the problem (based on knowing the root cause) in a timely
manner. The goal of the tutorial is to deliver a well-balanced mix of theory and hands-on
practice
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Part 1: Concepts and Survey ~ 1 hour
• Motivation and introduction 
• Definition of anomaly and terminology 
• Overview of different anomaly detection techniques

Part 2: Case Study ~1 hour
• Problem description
• Data description and EDA
• Anomaly detection models
• Visual analytics – interactive tool for displaying cause of anomaly

Part 3: Hands-on R session ~ 1 hour
• EDA to understand the data
• Create SOM models to detect anomaly and infer root cause
• Create change detection models to detect anomaly and  infer root cause

Part 4: Summary & Comments

Agenda
Tuesday, August 15 – 8:30 am to 12:00 noon

Note: We will have a ½ hour break from 10:30 
to 11:00 or 2 breaks of 15 minute each. 
TBD based on attendees preference.
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Motivation
Network anomaly detection

Current approaches are manual
and reactive

• Problem detected with high latency 
• Recovery actions are manual 
 downtime and dropped calls

• Rich source of metadata is available

• Use domain knowledge to define
“normal” behavior

• Detect deviation from normal
• Indicate probable causes of anomaly

Wireless networks are complex
Difficult to detect problems

• Analyze network data to detect
problems proactively ~ real-time

• Minimize service outages and
increase network reliability

Visual analytics and log analysis
to detect anomalies



Part 1: 
Concepts and Survey
• Motivation and introduction 
• Definition of anomaly and terminology 
• Overview of anomaly detection techniques
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What is an Anomaly

• Anomaly is a pattern in the data that does not conform to 
the expected behavior

• Also referred to as outliers, exceptions, peculiarities, etc
• Anomalies have 2 important characteristics:

– Different from the norm with respect to their features
– Are rare in a dataset compared to the normal instances
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Anomaly Detection used in Many Domains

• Intrusion detection – network traffic and server applications are monitored to detect 
potential intrusion attempts

• Network monitoring – network traffic, performance indices and logs are monitored 
to detect failures in the network

• Fraud detection – log data is analysed, to detect misuse of a system, for example, 
financial transactions to detect credit card fraud

• Data leakage prevention – accesses to databases, file servers, etc. are logged and 
analyzed in near real-time to detect uncommon access patterns

• Medical applications – patient monitoring, where ECG or other body sensors are 
logged and analysed to detect critical or life-threatening situations

• Video surveillance – camera data is analysed for suspicious movements

A simple 2-D example

Goldstein M, Uchida S (2016) A Comparative 
Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection 
Algorithms for Multivariate Data. PLOS ONE 
11(4): e0152173. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0152173
(Figure 2)
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0152173
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What are key challenges for anomaly detection
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Challenges for Anomaly Detection

• Defining baseline “normal” behaviour requires domain expertise
• Normal behaviour evolves over time
• Malicious anomalies – adversaries adapt
• Notion of anomaly depends on application domain and context
• Availability of labelled data for training/validation
• Noise in the data may look like an anomaly
• The boundary between normal and outlying behaviour not precise

Chandola, Varun, Arindam Banerjee, and Vipin Kumar. "Anomaly detection: A survey." ACM Computing Surveys (2009).
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Aspects of Anomaly Detection

1. Nature of input data
– Univariate, Multivariate
– Types of attributes – binary, numeric, categorical
– Records, logs, etc.

2. Availability of supervision, i.e., data labels
– Unsupervised – assumption is that most of the data is normal
– Semi-supervised – labels for normal data
– Supervised – labels for normal data and for anomalies

3. Output of anomaly detection – for each test instance 
– label: normal/anomaly, 0/1 … output of classification based approaches
– score: output is ranked, requires a threshold parameter

4. Type of anomaly — point, contextual, collective 
5. Evaluation of anomaly detection
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Aspects of Anomaly Detection - 1
Nature of input data
• Univariate, Multivariate
• Types of attributes 

– binary, numeric, categorical
• Records, logs, etc.
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Aspects of Anomaly Detection – 2
- Availability of supervision, i.e., data labels

• Unsupervised
– Assumption is that most of the data is normal
– No labels
– Outliers, or smaller clusters are anomalies
– Issue: high-dimensional data is typically sparse 
there could be many small clusters which are not necessarily outliers

• Semi-supervised
– Labels for normal data 
– This allows accurate modelling of normal behaviour
– Issue:  from normal are considered anomalies 
 high false alarm rate due to unseen but legitimate instances

• Supervised
– Labels for normal data and for known anomalies
– Issue: cannot detect unknown and emerging anomalies

o most flexible setup
o does not require any labels
o no distinction between a training

and a test dataset
o algorithm scores the data solely

based on the intrinsic properties of
the dataset

Anomaly detection modes depending on the availability of labels in the dataset

Goldstein M, Uchida S (2016) A Comparative Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Algorithms for Multivariate Data. 
PLOS ONE 11(4): e0152173. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0152173 (Figure 1)
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0152173
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• Point anomalies
– An individual data instance is anomalous w.r.t. the data

• Contextual anomalies
– An individual data instance is anomalous 

within a context; 
– e.g., notion of context by season

• Collective anomalies
– A collection of related data instances is anomalous; 
– Requires a relationship among data instances;
– individual instances are not anomalous in isolation

Aspects of Anomaly Detection – 3
- Types of Anomalies

X

o2

Y N1

N2

O1 O3

IP anomaly example next slide

Anomaly Detection Overview
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Anomaly Detection

• Anomaly detection is a mature area of research

• Comprehensive taxonomy of anomaly detection techniques across  
varying application domains
(next slide)

Taxonomy of Anomaly Detection

Anomaly Detection

Contextual Anomaly 
Detection

Collective Anomaly 
Detection

Online Anomaly 
Detection

Distributed Anomaly 
Detection

Point Anomaly Detection

Classification Based
Rule Based
Neural Networks Based
SVM Based

Nearest Neighbor Based
Density Based
Distance Based

Statistical
Parametric
Non-parametric

Clustering Based Others
Information Theory Based
Spectral Decomposition Based
Visualization Based

Chandola, Varun, Arindam Banerjee, and Vipin Kumar. "Anomaly detection: A survey." ACM Computing Surveys (2009).
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• Contextual
– Point may be normal
– But taken in a context it is 
anomalous

• Collective
– Each instance is not 
necessarily a point anomaly
– But a specific combination 
describes an anomaly
– Exploit the relationship 
among data instances
– Sequential: detect 
anomalous sequences
– Spatial: detect 
anomalous sub-regions
– Graph: detect 
anomalous sub-graphs

Point:
task of detecting single 
anomalous instances in 

a larger dataset

• Online 
– Data arrives continuously 
at high velocity
– Normal behaviour is 
changing over time (concept 
drift)
– Need to update the “normal” 
profile dynamically
– Update “normal” with data 
that are “probably” normal, i.e. 
with a low anomaly score

• Distributed
– Data from many sources: 
network data from edge 
devices (IoT) and core routers;
– Costly to move large volumes 
of data to a central location
– Need for distributed 
algorithms for correlation and 
integration of anomalies
– Approaches: merging data; 
exchanging data and models

Contextual

Collective

Online

Distributed

Point

Types of Anomaly Detection
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Methods of Anomaly Detection
Classification Based

Rule Based
Neural Networks Based
SVM Based

Nearest Neighbor Based
Density Based
Distance Based

Statistical
Parametric
Non-parametric

Clustering Based

Other
Information Theory Based
Spectral Decomposition Based
Visualization Based

Source: http://deboj.club/topic/statistical-
anomaly-detection-techniques.html



A taxonomy of unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms comprising of four main groups.

Goldstein M, Uchida S (2016) A Comparative Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Algorithms for Multivariate Data. 
PLOS ONE 11(4): e0152173. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0152173 (Figure 3)
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0152173

Note - CMGOS can be categorized in two groups: it is a clustering-
based algorithm as well as estimating a subspace of each cluster.
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Contextual Anomaly Detection
 our approach

• Detect context anomalies
• General Approach

– Identify a context around a data instance (using a set of contextual attributes - time)
– Determine if the data instance is anomalous w.r.t. the context 

(using a set of behavioural attributes)

• Assumption
– All normal instances within a context will be similar (in terms of behavioural attributes), whilst 

the anomalies will be different

• Contextual attributes define a neighbourhood (context) for each instance
• Technique: reduction to point outlier detection

– Segment data using contextual attributes
– Apply a traditional point outlier within each context using behavioral attributes
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Evaluation of Anomaly Detection

• Percent accuracy is not a good measure for evaluation

– For a network traffic data set with:
99.9% normal data and 
0.1% anomalous data,
 simple model that classifies all the data 

as normal achieves 99.9% accuracy

• Use Recall, Precision and F-value

Recall      (R) =     TP/(TP + FN) 
Precision (P) =     TP/(TP + FP) 
F – measure =     2*R*P/(R+P) 

Confusion 
matrix 

Predicted 
class 

N A 
Actual 
class 

N TN FP 
A FN TP 

 N: normal class
A: anomaly class

Change Point Detection



Xt

t1 t2

Identify where there is a (significant) change in the data sequence
– change in mean, dispersion, correlation function, spectral density, etc…
– generally change in distribution
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Sequential Change-Point Detection

• Data are observed serially
• There is a change in distribution

at t0

• Raise an alarm if  change is 
detected at ta

• Need to minimize:
- Average delay time of detection Ef1[ta]



Part 2: 
Case Study
• Problem description
• Data description 
• Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) overview
• Anomaly detection using (SOMs) and Change Point Detection
• Visual analytics – interactive tool for displaying cause of anomaly
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The Problem

• Communication networks are stable and highly reliable
• Some number of failure events are considered “normal” 
• Errors (anomalies) are transient and rare in such networks
• Often these errors may be a precursor to a larger failure event
• Therefore, important to
 detect the anomalies in a timely manner and 
 apply corrective measures based on root cause
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Our Approach – with machine learning and visual analytics (1)

1. Detect Anomaly - characterize a time interval (say 1 minute) as
— Good
— Degrading
— Bad
— Recovering

2. Determine Root Cause - for the time interval
— Understand what happened
— And why it happened

3. Run in Streaming Mode
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Our Approach – with machine learning and visual analytics (2)

Models:
• Univariate non parametric methods for anomaly detection

– procedure setup duration
• Multivariate visual analytics for root cause analysis

– Primary, secondary and tertiary error codes



The Data – PCMD records 
– metadata from 4G LTE network

Granularity Network-wide per call
Per procedure

Availability End of each call (or 1 minute)

Information Control plane, user plane, scheduler data
100s of fields

Processing Automated collection and parsing

Focus Customer

Operational
cost

Low

The Data – PCMD fields

Attach Request:  register with the LTE network

Service Request:  triggers activation of radio bearers

Handover Request:  used for UE mobility

Paging Request: downlink data notification

Release Request: triggers release of radio bearers

Common procedures 
triggered by

User Equipment (UE)

̶ UE identifier

̶ Service type

̶ Call or session length

̶ Signal quality

̶ IDs of source and destination cells 

̶ IDs of handoff cells, 

̶ Call result code

̶ Reason why the call ended

̶ Procedure disposition codes

̶ Procedure duration

̶ User experience indicators such as:
̶ data throughput 

̶ per QoS Class Indicator (QCI), 
̶ procedure setup latency, 
̶ Channel Quality Indicator, 
̶ dropped packets
̶ Signal‐to‐interference‐plus‐noise ratio (SINR)
̶ Buffer size
̶ UE measurements such as RSRP, RSRQ, RTD

̶ Signaling performance per bearer level

Selected fields



Our focus

• UE initiated service request

• UE context release request
Procedures

• procedure type
• connect code: success/failure
• qualifier primary (error code)
• qualifier secondary (error code)
• sequence of intermediate procedure steps
• procedure setup duration

Variables    

Analysis data spans a few minutes 

‐‐‐ stable | failure event | recovery period | stable ‐‐‐

Dataset used for the analysis

new service requests after the failure
UE Context Release Request

UE Initiated Service Request
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Detect Anomaly with 
Single Variable
- procedure setup duration 
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• Bin data

• Training and validation: determine a seed, s

• s is used to seed a random number generator (RNG) for
sampling data from a test set

The methods: Training, validation and testing for

Anomalous minute

Seed

Good minute

Prediction:
Regression on

Gurbani, V. K., Kushnir, D., Mendiratta, V., Phadke, C., et al “Detecting and predicting outages in mobile networks 
with log data.” Proceedings IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC 2017).
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PID 11

PID 16

Real-time prediction using 
a regression model

Results: Outage 1 ( )

Change Detection Methods
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Change Detection Methods
• Problem:

Identify change points in a sequence of data where observations are drawn from 
the random variables X1, X2, X3, … and undergo one or more changes at the 
(unknown) change points τ1, τ2, τ3, …

• Assumption:
The observations are independent and  identically distributed (i.i.d.) between 
each pair of change points. 

• The problem, and consequently the algorithm and test statistics, is based on 
what is known about the distribution of the data and the parameters of the 
distribution.
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Types of Change Detection Problems

Batch
• retrospective
• fixed length sequence of observations
• determine if there are change points in 

the sequence
• works well if small number of change 

points
• computationally hard when there are 

many change points

Sequential
• sequence is not of fixed length 
• observations are received and processed 

sequentially over time
• when a new observation is received, it is 

determined if a change has occurred 
based on the observations received up 
to that point

– if no change is detected, the next 
observation is processed

– if a change is detected, the change 
detector is restarted from the next 
observation in the sequence.
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Sequential change point detection  based on the algorithms implemented in the R cpm package.
Change Detection Approach

Gordon J. Ross. 2015. Parametric and Nonparametric Sequential Change Detection in R: The cpm Package.  Journal 
of Statistical Software  (2015)                                                     http://www.jstatsoft.org/v66/i03/

infer root
cause 

detect 
change

increase ↑

decrease↓ 

good 

anomaly

 network 
recovering

102 104 204

202 xx

214 yy

221 zz

Change Detection based on EventDur Median; observations per batch = 5000



Change Detection based on EventDur Max; observations per batch = 5000
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Frequency of Error Codes at Change Points

EC2=103 UE error 
EC3=121 release resources due

to user inactivity
EC2=7 response timeout 
EC3=204 unknown PDN



Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs)

What is a SOM

A Self-Organizing Map is a form of unsupervised neural network
that produces a low – typically 2 – dimensional representation

of the input space of training variables 

See following for tutorial on SOM algorithm [1] and using SOM in R [2]:
1. http://www.mlab.uiah.fi/~timo/som/thesis-som.html
2. http://www.shanelynn.ie/self-organising-maps-for-customer-segmentation-using-r
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SOMs
• The SOM visualization is made up of several nodes
• Input samples are “mapped” to the most similar node on the SOM
• All attributes in the data are used to determine similarity
• Each node has a weight vector of same size as input space
• There is no variable/meaning to the x and y axes
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SOMs
• Everyone in the room stands in a park
• Each person compares attributes – e.g. age, gender, weight, height
• Everyone moves until they are closest to other people with similar 

attributes (using  Euclidean distance)
• If everyone holds up a card indicating their age 

– the result is a SOM heatmap
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SOMs – formal description
• Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) are an unsupervised data visualization technique (and 

learning algorithm) that can be used to visualize high-dimensional datasets in lower 
(typically 2) dimensional representations.

• Key feature of Kohonen SOMS [Kohonen 2007] is that the topological features of the 
original input data are preserved on the map; similar input samples (where similarity is 
defined in terms of the input variables) are placed close together on the SOM grid. 

• SOM Grid - SOM visualizations made up of multiple “nodes”.  Each node vector has:
– A fixed position on the SOM grid
– A weight vector of the same dimension as the input space (e.g., duration, etc.)
– Associated samples from the input data. Each sample in input space is “mapped” or 

“linked” to a node on the map grid (multiple input samples per node). 
• We used the R kohonen package [Wehrens 2007] to create SOMs by minute by procedure 

ID.

SOM – Node Counts

Minimizes “mean distance to closest unit”



SOM Heatmaps by Variable
- identify relationships between variables (1 of 2)

SOM Heatmaps by Variable
- identify relationships between variables (2 of 2)



SOM with 8 clusters

Fan diagram shows distribution
of variables across map

See patterns by examining 
dominant colors

This representation is useful
when # of variables is ≤ ~ 5

Good to get a grasp of 
general patterns in SOM

SOM with 8 clusters

Cluster with high duration, connect
code, and qualifier primary code

Cluster with high sequence 
numbers

Cluster with high values of 
qualifier secondary codes

Cluster with higher time values

Cluster with high duration



SOM Clusters by Minute

Visual Analytics
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What is Visual Analytics

… the science of analytical reasoning 
facilitated by interactive visual interfaces*

… combines automatic and visual 
analysis methods with a tight coupling 
through human interaction to gain 
knowledge from data

*Keim, D., Andrienko, G. and Fekete, G.,Visual Analytics: Definition, Process, and Challenges, Springer, 2008

Visual Analytics Process
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• Assume streaming log data (with 5 variables) in 1 minute quanta by event type

• For the current minute

o Determine if it is good, bad, degrading, or recovering;
based on non-parametric statistical methods using procedure duration

o View procedure duration density plot compared against aggregate good density plot
o View contingency table of secondary and tertiary error codes given that the primary error 

code is failure
o View SOM plots and the observations within selected SOM nodes and cluster

Using visual analytics



Visual Analytics – linked views

Time EC1 EC2 EC3 MsgSeq Frequency

1 Failure 127 141 85 110
2 Failure 45 118 1 31129
2 Failure 45 118 2 535
2 Failure 45 118 4 339
2 Failure 45 118 5 258
2 Failure 7 27 85 103
2 Failure 45 118 25 69

By clicking on a node/cluster get
- listing of observations
- summary of observations
- histogram/density plot of

variables

By clicking on a record count for a time unit get
- view the SOM heatmap for the time unit
- view the SOM cluster map for the time unit
- histogram/density plot of variables
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Visual Query Model

• Data selection by visual operations
• Each data slice can be assigned a different visual representation
• Query Expressiveness [Peuquet 1994] 

– when + where ➔ what
– when + what ➔ where
– where + what ➔ when

attribute

spatial temporal
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Interactive visual analytics with R Shiny app

• Developed in R
• Using R Shiny app
• R packages:

kohonen
RColorBrewer
ggvis
dplyr
shiny
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EventDur EC1 EC2 SeqIndx
1742527     1204   2     245      24
1693031     1151   2     245      10
1750346     1127   2     245      10
1505719     1204   2     245      33
1867273     1094   2     245      10
1878581     1144   2     245      10
1497112     1590   2     245      14
1744896     1722   2     245        8



Part 3: 
Hands‐on R session
• EDA to understand the data
• Create SOM models to detect anomaly and infer root cause
• Create change detection models to detect anomaly and  infer root cause

(time permitting)
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R session

• Download:
– R
– Rstudio
– R packages, including dependencies

o rmarkdown
o knitr
o dplyr
o kohonen
o dummies
o ggplot2
o sp
o reshape2
o RColorBrewer
o magrittr

• R script and data provided



Part 4:
Summary & Comments
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Summary

• Anomaly detection is hard
• Anomaly detection is a mature field:

– extensive literature on the subject
– many algorithms are available and
– have been implemented in R, Python, etc.

• Root cause analysis is application specific
• Visual analytics is useful for:

– exploratory analysis, 
– anomaly detection
– inferring  root cause

• Domain knowledge is essential for anomaly detection and 
root cause analysis



References
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